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PREFACE

As part of the cooperative effor=t of the Federal agencies involved in the Integrated'
Utility,-System (I US) program, the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
(DHEW) is promoting,the application of the !US concept to medical .3.nd educational
complexes. Funds fo'the DHEW 'effort have been furnished by,' the Experimerital
Jechnology Incentives Program of the. NatiOnal Bureau of Standards (ETIP/NBS).-
The intent.of the IUS applications project in DHEW is to:

fi

. o demonstrate to the medical and educational community thar,,:--,
an IUS installation would result in considerable net savings tor,
the institutions as well a's contribute significantly to a reduc,

- tion of energy consumption and to a general reduction in
pollution of air, water and land.

o . stimulate and encourage the marketing of IUS to the medical
and educational communities by private enterprise.

o meet the philosophy of ETIP/NBS by serving as a vehicle E...
transfer of technology developied with Federal funds to the
private sector and thereby stimulate the unassisted growth
of the [US concept through priyate- enterprise.

Prepared by: Edwin F. Coxe, P.E.
'David E. Hi II

REYNOLDS, SMITH AND HILLS
AIWITECTS f; ENGINEERS PLANNERS

INCORPORATED

JACKSONVILLE , FLORIDA



SUMMARY

The purpose. of this marketing guide is to acquaint the prospective marketplace with
the potential and underlying logic of the generic IUS concept. What comes to light
is the fact that a sizeable number of educational and medical facilities may well be
compatible with the IUS concept, and that study, and appropriate'implementation of
an IUS would bring about the realization of startlingly substantial annual dollar savings
for the institution along with impressive energy savings.

The potential market for an IUS has been based primarily upon electrical load demands
of 2,500 kW to 40,000 kW. The rationale-for selecting electric power as the basis
is that it is through the recovery of the energy which is normally .wasted in conven-
tional electric power generation (65 percent or greater) that the major potential for
energy and dollar savings in an IUSare realized.

Having identified the market, and allowing that it is rather broadly defined, what
of the 1US concept? How does it work, and what are its benefits? The IUS concept
in action can possible best be likened to a cascading effect, whereby the normally
Wasted energy from one integral-subsystem can be utilized to augment or totally
operate another. It is on this principle that the advantages of an IUS are achieved.

The area of greatest positive impact following implementatiop of an IUS is the bottom
line economic picture. As is highlighted in the resulting studies of the University',
of Florida and Central Michigan University, the extent of this posjtive impact can
be substantial, especially over the long term. -

Still another advantage that continually emerges is the compatibility of the IUS con-
cept with future planning activities. The presence of a partial IUS allows an insti-
tution the luxury of being able to incrementally incorporbte- various subsystems into
a highly efficient operating utility system. In effect, as the operational. life expec-
tancy of a subsystem diminishes, the economic viability of integration increases
since the subsystem will have to be renovated in any event. In that instance, the
capital cost that need be borne by the IUS is anlyjhat due to the additional equip-
ment required for integration and not the total investment for replacement.

As is continually stressed throughoUt this doCulment, a factor of considerable impor-
tance is the sattsfactory correlation of an institution's electrical and thermal loads.
The ability to utilize the waste energj, of electrical generation to satisfy thermal
de:not-ids is critical to Ihc. success of an IUS, and, necessarily, ihe'benefits' of
incorporation are invariably reflected both in the operational efficiency and fFnan-
cial:success, of the system. In these cases the incremental rate of return for the
added IUS investment may well turn out to be very high, of the order of 25 to 100
percent or more.
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THE INTEGRATED UTFLIT\ SYSTEM
O

The objective of the Integrated Utility System (IUS)" concept is to pt-ovide required
utility-services with maximum.efficiency and minimal overall costs: :.and in'a man-
ner`which is consistent with environmental requirements and institutional constraints.
To this end, the IUS concept can become a viable option fc;)r medical and educational
institutions to offset ever spiralling energy costs. By and larg, current utility .

terns (electrical per generation, heating and cooling, 'water supply, sewage treat-
menf and solid waste disposal)- are typically treated as separate operating entities.
The !US. concept integrates into a single system as many of these utility services as
can be economically justified' in order to achieve maximum utilization of heretofore
wasted energy frbm individual subsystems.' For e)eample, the waste (or exhaust) heat
from- a diesel engine can be usefl as the energy source for an absorption type air con-
ditioner.

Optimization is site- specific, ,howg,er, this document add?esses the multiplicity. of
subsystems available to maximize the benefits from tkie IUS concept. A diagrammatic
representation of subsystem configurations is presented on the facing page, Figure.
.1-1.

The essence of an operationally and financially successful IUS is on-site electrical,-
.

power gen ration utilizing I. temperature or waste heat to provide spaOe- heatkig
and coolin requirej-nents and-hot water service. Traditionally, large come- -rcial
electric gen ration stations operate at approximately 35-percent efficiency; where-
as, an IUS p ant can attain andeven exceed thermat efficiencies of 70 percent.
The curve shown in Figurel-ide-piets-the relative efficiencies of engines for produc-
ing power. Note that the IUS with low level heat recovery exhibits efficiencies
approachingAwice'that of conventional systems,. Due to this fact, the economic
benefits can.provfde for investment payout in as little as 3 to-5 years.-..With con-
tinuing annual energy cost savings of 25 to 50 percent.

to succe.of the KB' lies in achieving a satisfactory correlation ofthe elect?ical
and thermal load demands of the institution'. That is, the ability to obtain the
approximate 2 to 1 efficiency improvement depicted.in Figure 1-2 depends on being .
able to use effectively the recovered low' level heat.. Although the IUS qonce.pt

oencmpasses up to five e utility services, the maximum returns going to be achieved
.

:`from on -site electric power generation integrated, with space heating and cooling-
and hbt water service requirementi. This level- of iricorporation_alone,will often
-justify the initial capital investment.

Industry long ago recognized that on4-site power generrion uti I iii ng recovered low
level heat could play a rriajor role ink reducing operating costs. Consequen*ly, many
industries incorporated .essentiaTly tEr same concept under-the name of Total Energy.

4

Numerous shopping centers, amusement park'S, and other commercial establishments
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soon followed suit,. This took place pries To the Arch oil ctlil Of yt) when (l)(` I costs
were slow. The savings are now even .more clrarna'tic and ojhp4s ay 'closely cyan-Nining
the potential benefits of Total .Energy. In particular, the Deparirrtent of Defense
is examining the concept for application at some of their facilities.

The increasing cost and decreasing availability of fuck seivilig as a catalyst to
. boost further interest in the 'IUS concept. Contributing 'factors_are:

7,1

a) continuing escalation of electric uti*y rates, w.

b) shortage_ond imminent curtailment of natural gasin"v
many regions,

d 4

c) fluctuation in-fuel oil prices duy6 the vagaries of international
r

-.. oil- policies, and
1,

-

d). increasing environmental/energy conser *jation awareness .

The IUS concept, by intent, does not incorporate high risk technologies, but rather.
takes an innovative approach to integrating established and sound engineering prac-
tices and.proven equipMent to provide more efficiently the required utility services.

Consideration of an IUS could,be put in the form of a question: Would a'capital
inflestment which could pay out in the-neigh 6orhood of 5 years be of interest if it
could cause a 25 to 50..percent reduction-in yot.- anntial.en.ergy bill consisting of
fuel and purchased electricity? If so, IUS is worth consid ing as CitVoptiOn toothe
status quo.
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THE ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL IUS

The elements to be considered and analyzed in evaluating the-potential benefits of
do IUS are:-

. .

t,,.o Size of institution
o- Energy requirements
o. Presentand.prorected electrical rates and consumption
o Ptojected availability of fuels''
o Capability of combusting multiple fuel forms
o Space availability
o Reliability and adequacy of public power:supply

,,

o Impact on the-surrounding"community
o Existing plant
o Institutional/Organizational ,
o Economic feasibility

As will become'apparent, the optimal integration of select utility services is the key .

factor in deriving maximum economic benefit from an IUS. Tt he reader should note
that the cost of providing comfort heating and cooling in a university or medical corn-

'plex is of the same magnitude as the electrical energy cost, and that these are the
overriding major ut7 rity system costs. thus, it is efficient integrated operation of elec-
trical and thermal subsystems that, in all cases, provides the major economic benefits
of an IUS.

In order to clarify the principle of improved efficiency through combining space heat-
ing,and cooling with on-site power generation, it is desirable to review the concept
of ay. ailability and reversibility in thermodynamic systems. All thermodynamic systems,
e.g. high temperature combustion gases, at a given state defined by such_properties as
temperature, pressure, velocity and elevation,- Have the potential for performing a max-
imum quantity of work in reaching equilibrium with the em'fironmerrit. The maximum r
quantity of work is achieved by passing from the initial thermodynamic state point to a
final state point throUgh reversible processes of heat transfer and work.

For example; in a)iniversity or medical complex, thermal energy in the temperature
range of 200° F to 400° F is required. Hot combustion gas at approximately 3,500° F

a`-----i-s-avaktoble to generate these thermal requirements. If reversible engines could be
placed between the-heat source (combustion gas) temperature and/each of the low
temperature heat sinks, the system operation could then appro h that of a reversible
system and energy requirements could be obtai.ned in the most efficient jricti IfICI . Al-
though reversible engines exist only in theory, there are available heat engines such
as steam turbines that conventionally operate with throttle temperatures of 800° F to
1,000° F and combustion turbines which operate at inlet temperatures in the 2,000° F
rang. By incorporating one or more of these heat engines into the system, the irre-
versibility could be reduced and the utilization of thermal energy improved over that

1.



of d conventional Centn.3I Energy Plant which generates steam requirements for the
th'ermal loads with no electric power generation and maximum irreversibility-.

Therefore, the system Which will, in general, look most attractive in terms of high-
est fuel efficiency is one in which power generation is incorporated, and in which
the power generation system is selected on the basis of being the optimum size to
provide the the'rmal requirements. Any smaller power generation unit results in
having to use a conventional boiler to produce the additional hot water or low quali-
ty steam required for 'heating and cooling. Whereas any larger unit results in a por-
tion of the on-site electric generation system competing with the high thermal effic'ency
charactdristic of the large power generating units operated by electric utility systems.
Put differently, the plant will generally be sized so that the heating and cooling re-
quirements are met by' the waste heat from power generation. Thiwin turn will usually
mean that a significant portion, but not all of the electric-power, will be generated
on-site. This arrangement is sometimes called a Select Energy system.

fl

Size of Institution

Generally speaking the IUS concept will have potential applicability in educational
and me.dical complexes where,electric demands range between 2,500 kW and 40,000
kW. In this size range, there is a high likelihood of sufficient economic return to
recover the capital investment, and there is proven and available hardware to permit
utilizing the lowest cost 'fuels available. Concurrently, the Department of Housing
and. Urban Development (HUD) is pursuing the potential for the Modular Integrated
Utility System'(MIUS) in the residential/commercial community. By comparison, the
electrical energy demand for the HUD/MIUS program apPications_are smaller, ranging
from 300 kW to 6,000,46V, which; ,incidentally, results in significant differences in
system hardware requccements..

Energy Requirements

The data presented in Figure II-1 on the facing page wasAtoken from a survey of 20
selected medical and educational institutions located thr'oughout the country. Although
there is considerable variati_on in the ratio of electrical energy to thermal energy in
the systems surveyed, the range of electric power generation equipment available
ideally encompasses the systems represented by this data. Typical values of the'ratio
of recoverable heat to electricity generated by these prime movers.is superimposed
Figure 11-1. ,Note the extreme flexibility of thcisteom turbine-to optitholly-provicle
the thermol and electrical requirements. Further, by mixing the prrrne movers such as
a steam turbine for Caseload and a diesel For eaking (which is common), essentially
any value of this important electrical to tiler tio can be achieved.

11-2
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Present and Projected Electrical Rates..and Consumption

Marked regional differences exist in the'patterns, growth, and cost of power. The
major reason is th1regional differences in the cos-t of fuel or the type of electrical
generation, e.g. many regions are supplied by .existing hydro and nuclear plants and
are still obtaining low GOst electricity. Future power costs can be anticipated to
change as.the price of fuel continues to increase and capital costs escalate. Since
the primary fuel,- thus the cost, varies from utility to utility the projected rate of
increase in the cost of electricity will be site-specific.

If central station electricity is sufficiently low in cost relative'to the primary IUS
fuel cost', the economic benefits of heat recovery will not be sufficient to justify4an
IUS with on-site power generation. Since the electricity cost data are such critical
factors in the integrated utility system economics, it is necessary to closely analyze
the site-specific rate structures.

Projected Availability of Fuels

There is'tremendous sRectilation with respect to the price and availability of a partic-
ular fuel. The followingdiscussion is an attempt to place in perspective a number of
factors that are expected to affect- the future fuel picture. One natural conclusion is
that if a facility is equipped to burn any of the three fuek; oil, natural gas, or coal,
then there will exist the highest probability of fuel availability and at,the 'lowest relaL
tive cost. This latter consideration should-play a-major role in your consideration of
alternatives.

-Present energy consumption in the institutions which 'might consider implementation of
___. an IUS is primarily for meeting thermal-requirements.. Although some institutions burn _ -

coal,by far the most popular .fuels are gas and 611. Both o these 'latter fuels. are premium
grade? are easy to store and handle, and have good comb stion ch. teristics. Unti I
recently they have been readily available and relatively inexpenist . 'Price increases,
triggered primarily by the Arab oil embargo, have changed this ptctu considerably -.
and coal, although less desirab4e from an operational and initiallAestment standpoint,
is becoming more attractive from a life cycle point: of view for specific geographical
regions. -

Natural Gas Availability: Dei-nand for natural gas, has steadily increased because
of, its clean burning properties, low cost, and, until rec'ently, civailability. After\
W Id War II, the availability of abundant supplies of 'lc-it:trot !lac and cens-cotntry

fpi lines systems abled the gas utility industry to expand rapidly. As shown by the
production rate or Figure 11-2, gas consumption grew at 6.6.5.percent.averagc annual
rote in the PtO's and 1960's. Natural gas production peaked in 1973 and then de
alined by approximately 6 percent in 1974 for the first time in history.

11-4
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Reserve additions have failed to equal. or exceed-productiOn for the seventh straight
year. The only significant major reserve addition in recent-years has-been the
Alaskan reserve ,odcre'd in 1970.'

With the demand for natural gas exceeding supply, many gas corpanies found it
=necessary to deny gas service to new custofners-and to curtail some .existing t'usto -
mers. The pictyre is not expected to improve. Irz fact, interruption or curtailment
of-suppliesat most consumer levels is a very distinct possibility, and one that lagi-
caliy,shouldrprovide the stimulus fOr investigation, /of other fuel types by the cOnsu-
mer-:.,

At the time of writing this document, no stale had completely implemented the Fed-.

e al ,Power Commiss'on Curtailment Priorities Program presented on the fcking page,
but most hove, elf er through a statewide plan or by individually,filed company tariffs,
placed an end-us pe of plan in effec It is imp' ortant to note from Figure It-3
that a l'arge portion of t e universities and hospitals Which might logically implement
an PUS. fall in one of .t_ e lower interruptible priority categories (6 to9) of the FPC.
Order 4678-. Note th t the higher the numerical category the greater the likelihood
of curtailment. -The opservation and economic-benefits associated with an IUS make
the *tirliness of its onsideration that much more appropriate, especially in light of
the presence of the FJPC Order. In addition, it seems inevitable that gas prices will
rise, probably exceeding theprice of fuel oil. The-consensus is that deregulation
would. Cause _this''to -happen rapidly pen regulated gas is receiving price boosts. .

FPC Order (Opinion No. 770) wouldTesult in the-price of nkw natural gasq;eing al-
most tripled.. 'e
PuelOi.I Until the'oil imports were disrupted by the oil embargo,
the United States oirconsumption increased 4 to 5 percent per year. 'Domestie oil
production peaked in 1970. The discover'y of pew reserves- Fibs fallen since 1966;

cl the Prudhoe Bay field in the Alaskan,North Slope being the only major exception to
this trend. With consumption outstripping domestic production, the United States
was dependent of foreign sources for .19 perCent of its oil supply by 1959. By 1970,
this dependence had grown to 26 percent, and by `1975 had reached approximately
40 percent and continues to grow.

In a recentreport prepared-by the Library of Congress, it was predic-ted that overall
energy shortages will be 9 (.1.59Si million barrels per day in oil equivalent in 1977;
10 to 10.6 million barrels per daKein 1980; and 9 to 10 million barrels per day in
1985, assuming an energy growth rate of 2.8 7'3.1.percent yearly over the next 10
years. The Library of Congress report also noted that "any additional oil imports to
the U.S. Will have to come from the Eastern Hemisphere, with most of that from the
Middle East and North African countries. "

,11-6
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Exhibit 1
1--

* Federal Firiver Commissiori Gas-Cutiailment Priorities Order No. 467 -B

(1)- kes ; den t a'', small coinmere(al'Oess than 50 Mcf on,a peak dciy).

(2) Large commercial requirements (50 Mcf or more on a peak day), firm:industriarrequirements for plant
`protection, feedstocks and process need's, and pipeline customer stcrage injection requirements:

(3) All industrial requirements not specified in (2), (4),-- (5), (6),--(7), (8), or (9).
.

(4) Firm industrial requirements for boiler fuel use at less than3,000 Mcf per day, .but-mcce than 1,-500 Mcf per
canday, where alternate fuel cap-abilities can meet such requirements. t 4'

. . , .

Firm industrial requirements for large volume (3,000 Mcror more per day)-boiler File' use where alternate
fuel capabilities con meet such requirements. ,

,

--a,
(6) Interruptible requirements of more than 300 Mcf per day, but less than 1,500 Mcf-per dgy, where alternative

fuel capabilities can meet such requirements. . ..
. . . ...,

,-:
(7) Interftrbptible requirements of intermediate volumes (from 1,500 Mcf per day through 3,000 MO pe'rclay),

whire caemate fuel capabilities can meet such requirements.
,.a .

ir, ' . ... (8) Interruptible requirements of more than 3, 000 Mcf per..day, but less than 10,000 per day, where
alternate fuel capabilities. can meet such requirements. , ,

(5)

(9)
.

Interruptible requirements of more than 10,000 Mcf per day, where alternative fuel cagabilKes can meet
such requirements. .

c; 1 7-%

EQUIVALENT FUEL CONSCIMPtIONaii Ti/tOITY INSTAL-LATIONS
SURVEYED

FIGURE'11-3
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"

The conclusion to be drawn from !hese sornewb-atominous predictions must be that,
while oil would appear, to be available, as a fuel `for an IUS, the supply night well
be vulnerable to further disruptions.a's occurred with the Arab oil embargo of the not
too distant past.

. "

Coal Availability: It i.s,widely known that our reserves are enor-
mous: According to a-report issued by the Council. on Wage and Price Stability
(1976), the outlook for coal prices over the next decade is favorable with-good- pros-,
pects for price stability. About 83 percent of the known economically recoverObld
energy reserves in'the nation arein the fo-rM of coal, and at current prices the mine-
able reserves- are enormous-

While it is g-enerally.,conceded that-coal is not presently being produced at rates
that can fill the overall energy gap, there appears to be a sufficient supply of both
low and high sulfur coal to meet the needs of -those installdtions which have the
capobility to burn coal. l't would also appear reasonable to assume, that the price
of coal p-er -Btu will continue to be lower than the price of-fuel oil.

Conclusions: -Although the relative availabilly of fuels will vary by region, It
is apparent that at some juncture most institutional facilities will feel the effecf of
the energy crunch. In this instance the posture,of your institution should--be one of
preparedness. Time; which is of the essence, has been lost -- so faced with the im-
pending crunch, necessity should provide sufficient stimulus for decisive action.
This decisiveness can take many forms, but if your intent is to establish some measure
of independence from the fuel shortage and the rising cost of delivered energy, then
the IUS concept will warrant serious.consideraion. .0n-site generation coupl.ed with
the appropriate integration of-subsystems can afford greater reliability of utility ser-.

vices and can result in a reduction in overall-energy cost's, while simultaneously con-
serving a very yaluable commodity...energy!

The Capability of Combusting Multiple Fuel Forms b

-As was illustrated previously, the nation is faded with the unpleagant prospect of a
shortage of oil and natural gas in coming years. Further,, it is anticipated that inter-.,

state natural gas prices' will continue an the upward spiral that hasbeen-w.itnessed
since t973. Along with this potential crisis comes the difficult, problem of deter-7'
mining who will be permitted topW these-commodities. For safetyq.4.-ake, assume

. that you will not be one of the priv'ileged. With this in mind, cy.plore the vi-
ability of implementing a mul-ii-fuel combustion process. The ability 10 switch to
altdcnate, more available fuels will enable your institution to "roll with the pCnch",

lessening, the impact of projected shortagOs.

0
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Tliere'exrstsa multiplicity of advantageous fuel cipmbinations, all of which, riubiect
to site-specific investigation, could have a dramdtic effect,on both stability of
service and botforti line economics of operation. The latter point bears second
thought, because, by intent,. the multi-fuel capability affords the opportunity oft-- ..
firnes to prUdently ss.Itsfitute the combustion of the cheapest fuel available at a
given time. In addition,to coal, one solid fuel form that is gaining in popularity
-is wood residue. In certain areas, wood is available in plentiful quantities, and
presently is extremely cost competitive.. It is currently being burned in boilers in
Alabama; Vermont,. Oregon and .Arkansas in quantitiesiwhich encompass the size
range of uniVerSities.and medical facilities.

The intent here is not to prostnote wood, but to stress the point that., unless constrained
by &.gotjulations,-,an institution can always be burning the least expensive fuel available
at any given time. This multi -fuel capability al-one could give you the ability to re-

'duce fuel costs 10 to 20 percent-.

Aside from the-potential finaricial benefits.,to be derived, the most significant ad-
vantage of multi-fuel combustion capability, is that-it provides the highest assurance
of fuel availability.

.

Space 'Avai I abi I

The type of generation system and the type of fuel under consideration can hay? a
significant effect oil land requirements. For instance; dependent of 'the fuel, areas
have to be set aside for such incidentals as fuel storage, gas cleanup, and ash hand-.
ling-

Reliability and Adequacy of Public Power Supply
14,

A major consideration for installing on-site electric pc:ter generation in addition to
cost savings is the potential Jack of reliable:electrical.Rower from the conventional

--electric utiirties. A number of authoritative sources, including 'sources within the
electric utility industr)1,-, are predicting the strong possfbility of large scale brown-
outs, black-outs, and curtailments of service befOre=theend'of the 1970's in many ,-

sections of the country.

Further:,- according tdr.ttt;report by the Technical Advisory Committee for the National
Reliability Council (July, 1975) entitled, Rcvievv of Overall Reliability and Adequacy
of the North American Bulk Power System,certain,trends are evident with regard to
the lack of availabilitY of power supply adequate fo meet projected demands.

11-9



The future reliability and adequacy. of electric bUlk per supply,depends on the
staaation of.,new.gerierotion'ond transmission faci-lifies. to meet the pro- ,

jected electric-loads- and provide,sufficient reserve capacity for cOntingencies. The
report especially erize,hasizes the fact that present high Jevels of-ye-serve capacity in
this country appear lo be primarily_ the result of the severe decline in industrial/
activity.

Power consumption was considerably reduced 'during the period of energy awareness
brought about by the Arab oirembargo in late 1973. 'As can be seen from Figure
II-4 on the following page, demand tumbled in all sectors of electric .consurnption,
but by 1975 the residential and commercial sectors had bounced back to near
toric levels, yhile the industrial demand remained loW. The result ha's been'that
the total kWh sales have only increased by about 2 percent this year. It has been
suggested that the lagging econorrly is the reason for the continued reduced electri-
cal demand by industry. When the economy improves, industrial consu'mPtion could
be expec-ted to increase if the, historical correlation between powekconsumption and
gross national product still applies. Then, instead, of reserves running comfortably
in, excess of 20 'percent, the resulting yeserve.picturecould be as low as that shown
on the facing page. Figure 11-5 shows a high of 15 percent.in 1976, ,falling steadily
to a, revel of 7 percent iris1984. Electric-at supPly 'stability reqUires'reserve capability

'in excess of 15 to 20 percent, and the lack. of ,this level of reserve should cause ad-
ministrators of institutional utility System-s' to be 'concerned about the reliability of

'service-.

The threat of Roteo,Lially unreliable,-0.ectric power supply indicated by.the data in
Figures 11-4 and I1 -5 is e;sac'erbated by the possibility of future Postponements and
cancellations of generating plants. The magnitude of the problem is further increased
by construction delays resulting from licensing pi;Oblems, by'nuclear controversies,
environmental and.§ite related issues, by the lack of:bssiirance of an adequate and
dependable supply of primary fuer, and by the inability of utilities to pushthrough
rate hikes they claim are necessary_ to provide the capital forexpanszictfi. For exam-

,

pie-, Alvin W. Vogtle, Jr-, PreSident of the Southeria__Corripany, a utility holding
company, stated in SOUTH MAGAZINE last year that if his company did not get the
needed construction fundi, uforsGeorgia Power,-instead, of having a 20 percent re-
serve, we'll have onix a 5 to 6 percent- " .

In the past, deficiencies in generating capacity often have been met by the irrstalla-
tion of combustion turbines. This option is still open but theiunavailahility of gas,
and the limited availability of low sulf6r oil 'makes the use of such equipment

,

nerable even For peaking purposes. In addition, the lead time for the installation
of such capacity has now increased to. Ions as three year's so tliat combustion turbines
no longer-constitute-a lost option for el ctric utilities to meet unexpected load in- (-
creases or delays in -generating equipment installations.

IS
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The intent is not to imply that the'eleetric utility industry is performing less /Nan
commendably. On the contrary; Since the turn of the century they have continued/ .to supply reliable power at higher and higher efficiency. New'technOlogy was
continually incorporated such as nuclear power, and higher pressure and effraiericy-_. .

fossil units, all demegned to provide more reliable and lower cost electricity.,

The electric utility' industryis caught, in a situation beyond- its coptrol. They. did
not cause the Arab on embargo, nor did they mandate the.stringent environmental
regulations imposed on them. They simply cannot afford to install power generation.
capacity beyond that.Which.theycan be reasonably certain thqt they can utilize"
and thus pay for.

Such sources of pow-er supply as solar, geothermal, Tagnetohydrodynamics and wind
do not provide optionssfor significantly augmenting enerating-capacity during the
foreseeable future. These energy sources require major research and development
efforts before they can be considered to be viable alternatives to fossil and nuclear
generation of electricity. -The primary electric power for your -?nstitution`will
certainly be geherated with conventional power generation equipment.

In view of the possibility that laid forecasts might be low-, the paucity of alterna-
tives for effectively dealing with the consequences necessitates that-contingency
programs be established by institutions, such as yours, to insure availability of ade-
quate electric power. .

And so the cautions contimie...The precedirvg paragraphs serve to illustrate the
general feeling that evails, namely, that at some juncture, power shortages may
well become a reali . What is fhe answer? ---ls it on-site generation?. Is it
energy conservation . The pro 'blems are nurr\eratis., the contingencies vague, but
one solution to this highly foreseeable dilemma could well be a concept known as
the Integrated Utility System.

. ,
,,

:.\-----::).-Impact,on the Surrounding community*
. .,

When considering the appeal of the I OS concept, one must necessarily address the
contingent effects on the surrounding community:- Although the extent of effect is,

3\very much site-specific, physicalsocial, economic, service and aesthetic, imr
be,pacts will naturally be i .,ed on)the local- community to some degc-eo. 'Initially

the siting of the- IUS is a actor; if ,,the construction is on the perimeter lather than .
the °center of a sprawling campus:Ili-en, 'obviously, :the effects of contruction will
beMore-noticeable to the surrounding community.



i

!Existing Energy Nont-

The typeand condition of the existing enrgy,geheration and distribution arrangement
can have a major effecton the payback period for" an IUS. In cases Where age and
physical condition die-tate the replacement or repair of major items. such as boilers or .-
steam dis4ibution lines, then this, when' properly reflected in the economic evalua-
tion of implementing art IUS, wilt often result in a very attractive {noes ,rent alterna7
five where otherwise:it may bemarginal.

)nstitutional/Qrgan4ational

asz
The number and type of-institutional considerations sucvary widely depending on h-

-N..

factors as the number of community groups involved, state owned or privatety owned
university hsspital interest of the electric grid"i.n participating, and state laws
pertaining to bo and financing. Other; more specific problems relate to the
ability of the staff to operate the more complex IUS hardtare, the.requirement to _

development new job descriptions and establish new wage categories, and the neessity
to revise management rind accounting systems to effect distribution and sale of services

5 to customers. The marketing,of the product in a_Jmulti-institutional arrangement could (
result.in the IUS falling under./the jurisdiction of state regulatory groups. a

-
Economic Feasibility

Although an IUS has overall economic advantages, competing altern6tiVes for mission
oriented projects, e.g. new library, could result in an IUS not receiving the endorse-
ment required to insure implementatiodp. In these cases, the self-liquidating nature of
IUS needs to be emphasized. This could result in even mortr-eapital being available

\ for more desirable mission related projects.

-
Even convinced of the economic desirabili of implementing an IUS, the capitql
funds just may not be available, especially in the,,case of'a private institution. One
should then explore the case whereby the electric utility company servicing the area
would own the generating system and sell electricity, steam and hot water. Other
third party options may also be available.

In any case, it is imperative that the institution address the avenue for funding early
ancf carefully plat,- the strategy for obtaining the necessary capital .

t, °
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THE OPTIONS

The Planning/Implementation Cycle

The consideration of options may begin as the result of a significant event such as
the constriction of an available fuel supply or perhaps simply through an awareness
that the status quo is in jeopardy. Whatever the reason and whatever the frame of
reference, be it cost, ecology or conservation,. the IUS concept may afford the
opportunity to improve the performance of a utility operation, either planned or
existing.

To do nothing may be entirely inappropriate because of the trends in cost and avail-
ability of fuels. On the other hand, to do anything if it involves'a change of any
significance in the utility systems will probably require fi'om three to five years in-
the planning and procurement process.

Clearly then, any institution Which generates its own heat and has its own utility
distribution system should assess its position now. At a minimum this should include
a review of theInstitution's pattern of expansion in the use of fuel and electricity;
a review of the national and regional trends in fuel and pOwer price escalation and
availability; consideration of existing contract agreements for utilities, assessment
of existing or. potential problems in land fill,. calculation'of the annual rate of in-
crease of total utility bills; and a comparison of the proportion of utility costs to
total budget now as opposed to three or four years ago.

W.ith that information in hand and with knowledge of other institutional concerns
and aspirations, it should be possible to make a reasonable conclusion as to the need
for fu'rther consideration of the utility services problem.

I
I - \

yourIF the- IUS 'concept appears appropriate to your needs, what do you do next? Simply
stated, investigate the elements of integration. 'What is called for at this juncture
of your evaluation%process is an in -depth feasibility analysis. The analysis" will

4provide you wit the means to accurately gauge the alternate subsystem alignments
and their conti gent benefits. This systematized monitoring process inevitably will
clearly delineate where the bulk of the:savings are evident. It may well be that
your own site-specific optimization turns out to a partial IUS -- fine. Having con-
ducted the feasibility analysis, reviewed the findings, agreed on the most productive
alignment, whdt next? The answer...conceptual design. The conceptual design 7
phase of your project allows you to view an identifiable product, namely, your on7.
site power generat ion and your optimized subsystem integration. The cost benefits
suddenly become mote meaningful, the potential more substantial. Your institution
has now accomplished the first step in attaining the much sought after "security"
should energy shortages become a reality. Funding and implementation follow.



As part of planning and effective program implementation, one should curtail utility
system improvement programs to the extent practical when initiating an IUS feasibility
study. The reason being that the 'utility ,structure most compaIible with an IUS may
not be that which is part of some on-going expansion or rehabilitation program. To
continue with the expansion plat could result in a structure for which the economic
feasibility is not viable. In any case,. the postponement of improvements while com-
pleting the feasibility study should not be longer than four to six months.

The Existing System

A thorough examination of the existing utility system is of prime importance in order
to determine the level of subsystem incorporation that will provide the best economic
return. To this end, the remaining.operationallife of the existing utility subsystems
should be established, and the cost for their replacement determined. Because of are
increased cost of energy, any piece of egtripment nearing the end of its life expec-
tancy might well stand replacement by machinery that has been specifically selected
to provide improved thermal efficiency-Tpossibly in the IUS structure. Compatibility
with future planning is a major factor which adds to the appeal of the IUS concept.
.Major IUS subsystems can often be effectively integrated into an existing utpity
structure in a modular and incremental way. This results in a less capital-intensive
implementation procedure and often a relatively short return on investment period.

In line with the main objectives of the IUS concept, namely, cost savings and energy
conservation, the existing system should be carefully examined for excessive energy
consumption. These lossescan be quite large and the accrued benefits from correcting
deficiencies can be substantial.

6

Energy conservaltion as such is an impetus state, in that recognition of initial wastages
prompts ipvestigation of other wasteful practices. in effect, we are advising.that one
never underplay the energy awareness attitude, as it is a vital FNerequisite to a mean-
ingful conservation program, particularly if the total system is kept in mind.

In a conventional utility system, the subsystems are for the most part considered to
function separately from each other. Waste energy from each is rejected to the, en-
vironment. In an IUS, these, separate utilities are-combined to reduce the total
requirements for energy where possible by interchanging waste heat between utility
subsystems, thereby reducing ,the 'overall adverse environmental impact and lowering
the life cycle cost of the utility services.

At this juncture, an identification of the basic differencesbetwee: ;tai and select
energy systems, which are the key to a successful fUS, .should.be macLe. These systems-
are descr.ibed schematically'in Figure III-2.

9
III-2
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On-site electric power can be generiGted either completely -independently or in
parallel with the regional electric piower supplier,. Independent operation means
just that. The electrical tie betweeln the local supplier anal your, institution is

'severed. All necessary reserve and emergency capacity must be provided' by your
energy plant. If your demand exceeds generating capability, then you must shed
electric loads or reduce voltage (brown-outs). This independent mode of opecqting
is called Total Energy: An alternate mode is.operation in parallel with the local
electric utility. In this latter mode, the local utility provides all electric require-
ments over and above what you generate on-site including peaking and reserve
requirements. The-capital cost of maintaining this reserve capacity is paid for in-
directly by the institution through a demand charge. The choice to own, operate
aricl maintain the local reserve and backup depends, naturally, on a balancing of
potential demand charges against self-maintained reserve costs.

e In either system, if there is insufficient thermal energy available from electrical
generatiilon; conventional boiler systems can be used,to.supply the deficiency.

Highest efficiOncy of operation occurs when the. recoverable energ>, from the elec-
trical power generation. matches the thermal energy requirements orthe.institution.
For this reason, the maximurrypercent return on investment and the shortest payback
period is going to come 4om select energy systems operating at full electrical capa-
city and utilizing ali .of.the available thermal energy.

Subsystems as Key COM' Ponents

As stated previously, the optimal situation would be perfect alignment of the elec-
trical and thermal load of a facility. The probability of thist condition ever prevail-
ing is extremely remote; however, there are measures:that Can be taken to- improve
the alignment, such as energy management `and energy storage.'

Energy Management Systems (EMS) are well suited for IUS appliCation. The state
of the art is such that there are-many prbven systems available in varying degrees of
sophistication for accomplishing a specific set 91.goals. Although an EMS normally
controls a variety of parameters, the overall objectives are to reduce energy consump-.
-tion, reduce capital costs, and reduce peak demand'. Reducing peak demand results
in a better uniformity in the.ratio of electric power to thermal power.

Various mddes of energy storage are commercially available and many more are
under active development. The Energy Research and Development Administration
(ERDA) has placed the deve-kpment of new and improved energy storage systems as
one of its major priorities.

The most likely stcra§e media for thermal energy is The storage system would
be charged during off peak h. rs, and discharged to its point of application during

"17r
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high heating or cooling demand periods. The benefit -t::) tVe,roverall system is that
Pte,,,the stored reserve allows an institution to meet higher t rinal demands with-less

installed equipment capacity and of a higher .ov'eral I syst 3efficiency. This brief
focus on the storage aspect of an IUS further highlights the magnitude of benefits
associated with the concept. ' .

The main avenue' to achieving the economic goal; of an IUS is-.by reducing waste;
therefore, the selection of hardwarelp'ecifically, to acbieve this goal is acritical
concern. Indeed, when in the process of evaluating pait performance pf existing
'equipment, besurle to 'temper your analysis on the conservative side. For example,
it is common assumption that boiler efficiencies generally run in the range of 75 to
80 percent;. in reality, however, this optimal condition rarely exists. Generally
speaking....rnast institutional evel plants maintain operating efficiencies of between

,460 to 70 percent, and only then if they run-ooVinuously. If the system in question
is cycled on and off,- the effect on operating efficiencies can-loe significant. In-
deed, a realistic estimate may even be as low as 50 percent. Realize that this con-
dition is by no means an exception to the rule, and that many operating plants fail
to reach even this modest plateau,

Having identified the need for the appropriate and conservative hardware selection,.
we should further define what form trot equipment-can necessarily take. The follow-
ing is an encapsulated discussion of the available prime movers for power gen rat-ion
in educational and medical_complexes..

Naturally, the choke of,prime-movers for on-site elec,trical power generation will
depend on the type of thermal `distribution system:, e.g. high pressure.steam orlow-
temperature hot water,. as well as the ratio of power to heat requirements. In

addition, the choke will also depend on the fuel availability, space availability,-
and environmental restrictions. Some systems will be every- 'simple, others will consist
of two or more prime movers and 'multiple combustion units. A major economic ad-.
vantage of the IUS concept is the ability to effectively utilize existing subsystem-,
configurations.

Steam Turbines
m.

Simply stated, high pressure steam is produced by a boiler and then fed to a steam
turbine generator unit. As the-steam exponds through the turbine, it puihes against
turbine blades, turns o rotor connected to a generator whereby electrical power is
generated. Steam turbines essentially are of twos types, condensing and non-con-
densing. Tfie, condensing type discharges to.pressuresioelow atmospheric, requiring
a condenser and cooling tower. The energy4ejected to the cooling tower is ulti-
mately wasted-to the "environment. The non-condensing((or back pressure) turbine
operates at exhaust pressure above atmospheric. In Kincipal, all of the steam can
be utilized for'heatsing, cooling.or other process requirements.

-111-5
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The choice of which type to select depends on the_ratio of thermal 'to electrical
loads that are to be supplied by the system. Figure 1114 illustrates both'a condensing
and a non-condeinsing steam turbine system. Steam is extracted at several pressure
levels' to supply Various requirements, and feedwater heaters are incorporated to im-
prove the overall efficiency.

For an IUS application, the steam turbine generator system has numerous advantages.
The thermal efficicy of steam turbines for plants of the size required for educational
and medical complexes is relatively high, they operate efficiently over a widely

4;*varfing load, they are highly reliable and the operating and maintenance costs are
low when cmparecl to most other prime movers. A further_ significant benefit is the
fact that the associated steam plants are well understood, and they can be readily
designed to operate effectivelynon non-premium and more abundantly available fuels..

Reciprocating Internal Combustion Engines

The reciprocating engine, whether it is gas or oil burning, is gene,ally recognized as
one of the most efficient power sources available for on-site electrical generation in
that its heat rate compares favorably with- the best fossil fuel stecim turbine generator
units, The waste heat can also be recovered and used for satisfying thermal energy re-
quirethents of an institution. There are two types of reciprocating combustion engines
in common use for power generation. One type is the diesel engine (compression
ignition) which can use oils of various grades. The diesel is often designed to utilize
both oil and natural gas, thus permitting the purchase of the most economically avail-
able fuel. Ai ether type is a spark igniticin such as the automobile engine which uses
more expensive gasoline or high volatility fuels.

Inter al combustion.engines used as prime mover sources are called upon Jo deliver
reliab trouble free service for long periods of time. For this reason, large, slow
speed e gines operating in the 600 rpm range or less are preferable' to small, high
speed engines operating at 1,800 or 3,600 rpm. The ;slower engines experience less
wear on the moving pcirts of the mechanism and are as highly stressed throughout
as are O'he high speed units.

Gas Turbines

Gas turbines are a third type of prime mover utilized.forpower generation. They_
have for many,years 'provided service for:peaking and backup units at large electri
utility stations and as the prin'cipal source of power in such applications as universities
and shopping\centers where there is a use fOr 41aste energy. The principal of gas tur-
bine operation is similar to steam turbines with the exception that combustion gases
are expanded thiCough the turbine rather than steam. Thermal-efficiencies of gas tur-
bine's are lower than steam turbines. The overall system efficiency, however, can be
impt3ov.ed significantly by placing a_waste heat boiler on the discharge encl!of the turbine

111-7
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and using the recovered energy to provide thermal loads.

Combined Cycle

Efficiencies even higher' than the7-simple cycle gas, turbine system can be achieved
by utilizing a combined cycle. The term combined cycle is given to"the power sYs-
tern consisting of a gas turbine and csteam turbine combined in such a manner that
the high ternperattle gas turbine exhaustiis used to produce steam for a steam cycle.
Generally speaking, there is sufficient thermal energy in the exhaust of a gas turbine
to produce an additional 50 percent electricity wino additional fuel. The major
manufacturer of combined cycle equipment launched an aggressive marketing program
several years ago and, consequently, this concept is becoming quite poptilar through-
out the country.

An option to the combined cycle concept described aboveis the variation where
-supplemental fining of additional fuel takes place in the eat recovely boiler for the
steam turbine. .This concept takes adv,antage of the foci that in order to limit the

'temperature of the combustion gases entering the gas turbine to valtles compatible
with turbine blade material temperature limitations, considerable additional air be-

, yond tha5 required. for compl-ete combustion is introduced into-the gas stream. :There
is sufficient excess air when combusted with supplemental fuel to generate an addi-
tional 50 to 100 percent electric power beyond that generated by the unfired system.
The thermodynamic advantage results because this combustion air is approximately
800° F and does not have to be heated from ambient temperature. .
The combined ycle variations offer additional alternatives in- optimally satisfying --,

lAe important ratio of thermal to electric energy requireinents

The preceding paragraphs have provided an Overview of the various prime movers
associated with on-site power generation. Of necessity, the characteristics of exist-

.

ing facilities, utility loads,nd energy source availability will have a mai-or influence
on the options available in a site-specific instance. In evaluating which options can
be best used in an IUS, certain criteria should be -followed, such as the-potential for
amalgamation with other subsystems, system efficiency and lastly, a prime factor,
capital cost. Although the demonstrationof the advantages of the IUS concept has
been based-on proven techrrogy,-this does not preclude a given institution from

.implementing advanced technology subsystems in an IUS. The IUS concept is corn-
patible with new technology, and new technology can generally be readily ineor-
porated into a new or on-going system. A prime-example of this incorporation would

-be solar heating'to augment the dermal loads.

We shall endeavor prom this point onwar&to define the subsystem, structures along
with the options for integration that are immediately evident. A point that cannot
be overstressed is that optimal forms:of IUS are very much site-specific. Further,

111-8
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it is not always. the case, that optimization results from integration of all the subsyslem
configurations. The economics of various subsystem alignments will determine just
how feasible a proposed integration might be., Indeed, in some instances contingent
ben-efits'wmill assume a diminWng return status after .the initial integration of the
power. generation and space Conditioning subsystem Utilities. If this is,.the case, your
objective will have been attained in that you/ institution will be operating in as
efficient and cost effective a manner as is practical. %

Heating. and Cooling Subsystems

... .

Heating and cooling requirements on a university campus or in a hospital are generally
di,stributecrto the end use as steam or hot wcriter. This can belitha high pressure or
low pressure steam or, high temperature or low temperature hot water. The higher the
pressure or the higher the temperature, the smaller the distribution line sizes and, thus,
the lower the distribution system capital costs. However, in an IUS the igher theih
pressure_and temperature, the greater the loss in prential for produci electric Fiower.
It just so happens that -in many institutions, at the paint of end waste, the steam or
ater is converted to a relatively.:Iolk temperatur4eibefore being utilized for comfort
ads. Thus, if the distribution system could accommodate 'or be modified to accom-

modatelow pressure steam or low temperature hot-water, a significant economic
vantage could result. An examinatiop of selected sites has...shown-that conversion to
row temperature hot water or a reduction in thfr-distrib6tion pressure is a-definite
possibility. Another alternate results from the fact that many institutions have a
continual on-going utility system upgrading program which includes distribution lines.
Conversion to low temperature or low pressure distribution could be incorporated into
tlibt prograM.

The coolig6 loads of 'universities or hospitals,hayearvannuar cycle which peaks ln.the
summer curd is miniMaLduring the'winter. If electric motor-driverPc'enfrifugal chillers
are used to prceicide cooling.; the peak electrical demand by theSe machines will: occur \
during. the summer when-heating lociclyequirements-'are minimal andithe waste heat can
not be effectively used.' If absorPti,on chillers are used," operatio'g-off of waste heat
from power generation, there will befa better balnced- electrical dernandsulting
in a significant improvement in the overall system efficiency. <-

Solid Waste Management

The solid waste generated by an institution can often be utilized teadvantage in an
IUS structure. The fraction of recoverable energy from the incineration of the solid-
waste will be in theaverage range of 5 percent of the fuel requirements for heating

-rand : cooling. In addition, the solid waste will be reduced to approximately 5 percent
of its original volume and will be in the form of a sterile residue, greatly reducing
landfill requirements. Further, should the 1US incorporate a coal fired boiler, the
disposal of -this ash, also a very sterile residue, can be accomplished in a conventional
landfill or it.could be used as\ a fill material.

111-9
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By tar Ihe simples! approach lo heat recovery hum ineineialion is providing low
pressure steam 'for heating and cooling purpows. This approach fits in guile 'well
with a diesel or gas turbine where there is .often a deficiency in thermal energy avail-
able from the electrical power production.

A higAly.effectiye method For introducing the energy recoverd from the incineration
of solid waste into the steam rier r cycle is by preheating the boiler feedwater either
in an economizer or in a high pressure feedwater heater. In this approach,. the re-
covered energy from solid waste incineration is captured -al a higher quality (tempera-
ture and pressure) an much greater advantage is taken of the thermodynamic avail-

.
ability of the hot in ineration gases. Preprocessed solid waste could. be supplementally

kk P .

fired in a coal firedutility type boiler. Preliminazconclusions indicate 1.1.1...-supple-
mental firing in the range of10 to 15 percent of the total Btu, input may be supplied by
municipal -solid waste (MSW) with minimal p

In order to take advantageof the economies of'scale in utilizing solid waste, .an in-
stitution may wish to incorporate the wastestream from an adjacent community. There
area multiplicity of institutional and. jurisdictional factors which must be add essed
prior to such an-incorporation. Not the least of these would be possible reali ment
of collection areas, along with guaranteed uniformity of service and rate sche les:
These, plus a number of other considerations to_ o numerous to cover he-rein, sh id, be
subject to careful evaluation.

Water Management

Water must be supplied to'an institution for human consumption, makeup forvriou
utility services, and irrigation. .The sufply source can either be provided from loc I

surface or well water or it can be imported from some external supply. Likewise,:
wastewater must be disposed of-consistent with'appropriate enViroilmental requirem ts.
An objective is to economically use. the suppiy water and reuse the wastewater in s ch,
a manner that water-is conserved, and there. is a minimal negative environmental'
pact. Possible uses of treated wastewater that would save potable water are p er
plant makeup, cooling tower makeup, scrubber makeup and irrigation--in fact almost
any potable water applicatiorrwi i the exception of, human consumption.

The centretheme-in water management; other than clrinking.water, is to use he
minimal gu ality.of water which satifactorily meets' the needs of the intend cl use.
Similarly, the treatment level /need -only be sufficient to satisfy the requirementi of
the specific use.. The pate ral exists for an IUS using,renovatkd wastewater in such
non-human contact purposes as Cooling tower makeup, flu'e gas scrubbers,. irri6ation,
and,fire protection.
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As has been staled earlier, the success Of the IU,S depends pn the level to which
specific subsystems can be efficiently integrated. The easacking of energy from one
subsystem to the next, rather than rejecting the energy to the environment, is the
element that affords the potential for savings. This chapter has sought to i6diCate
to the reader the structure of existing utility subsystems, and to.delineate some of
the options available to bring about optimal realignment under the structure of the
IUS concept. If there is a major advantage evident, it is that the requisite IUS
technologies can be implemented immediately. This indeed is the very heart of the
IUS concept, namely...the effective utilization of proven technology.

S
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THE UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA AND CENTRAL
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY IUS EXPERIENCE

In order that the reader mi t relate to his own institution, the experience from the
encapsulated documetitdtion or e findings of the IUS feasibility studies of the Uni-
versity of Florida and Central M ',gan University utility systems are' included.

Starting with the knowledge that each solution mist be tailored to the site, the
following recommendations resulted. The recommended approack_for the University
of Florida consists of coal fired steam turbine generators operating al a Select. Energy
system and providing up to 85 percent of the electric power requirements. The rec-
ommended system for Central Michigan University is also a 'coal fired plant with a
steam, turbine generator producing 100 percent of the campus electrical energy re-
quirements. This recommendation is a Total Energy system and, as such, complete
backup of the power generation system will be required. Whe existing
will provide standby thermal generating capcicity.

The University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida .

The University of Florida, which has a student body of 28,000, affords a large but
contiguous site with appropriately large electrical and thermal loads. In fiscal .year
1974/1975, 120 million kilowatt hours and 984 million podnds of steam were put--
chased and generatedrespectively. The vast majority of the electricity. was purchased
from a local utility, Flgtida Power-Corporation. All of the steam was generated with
gas/oil fired boilers in the institution's existing system. A feasibility stud'? on the
potential for an IUS at the University. of Florida resulted in the following ol:prvations:

3

o An 'US atthe University of Florida is attractive, offefing significant
utility operation and maintenance savingue The proposed IUS design
at the University has a payback period of less than 5 years starting
from date of operation.

o The present worth at 6.5 percent, the payback period, and the interest
rate of return on the investment foe-the recommended system is- $71
million, 4.7 years, and 23.3 percent, respecfboely.-

o An. IUS reduces overall utility operations costs. The Unive, sity of
Florida baseline operating costs amount to $10,017,000 ( 981 dollars)/
while-tht9i:osed IUS design operating costs are estimate at $5,967,000.
This representsa net annual savirigs over the basetir=le case of 40 percent.

ti
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An IUS can generate a significant por ion of the reqiiired power.
For the University of Florida, 85 percent of tI4 electric power will
be provided by the recommended JUS.

o Solid waste incineration wi eat recovery and, waste volume reduc-
tion are advantages deriv d from an IUS.

o A low temperAture hot wa er distribution system can be incorporated
into an IUS to provide sig ificant,additional energy and cost saving
advantages and a payment 'on that increment of ,less Ilan one year.

It is not necessary to implement a completely integrated utility to.
benefit froin the concept of. an IUS. Substantial benefits can be..
accrued by partial integration, thereby permitting phases of the
investment.

- f.

o An IUS can be compatible with an on-going-utility ttem expansion
program.

The proposed Integrat/ed Utility System at the University of Florida is shown in Figure
IV-1. The utilities provided for- inqhe integrated system are electricity, heating and
dooling, wastewater treatment, and solid wast 'management. The ;only utility not
provided for by _the IUS :is potable water:. Th University will purchase this utility
from the city although on -site- production h been under consideration for several-years. tthe treated effluent:f9r thes,er cige °citify is to be used for irrigation and

,e,,..
cooling tower malleup.

Central Michigan University, nt Pleasant, Michigan

Unlike the University of Florida, whicii has a relatively large utility system, Central
Michigan's only Vility service is the production of steam to meet the heating and
cooling demands of th campus. The University-encompaS'ses 862 bcres and has a
student population of 16,000, of which approximately 7,000 reside on campus. The

o weather at Central Michigan University is rather severe and the central heating plant
produced.350 million pounds of steam irLfiscal year 1974/1975. The maximum steam
demand experienced was 125,000 pounds of steam per hour. Electrical consumption
for the same time period was a relatively low 24.1 million kilowatt hours. The max-
imum electrical demand experienced was-approximately 5,000 kW. All electricity is
purchased from the .Consumers.Power Company. The plan) fuel of the boiler plant
is natural gas from domestic and Canxlian_ sources.

The results of tie IUS feasibility study performed on Central Michigan Universi-ty re-
!lowing conclusions:suited in the

3 o . An IUS facility is feasible at Central Michissin15niversity.
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The present worth of the net savings at a 7 percent discount rale, the
'payback period and the interest rate of return for the recommended

system are, respectively, $9;177,009, 11.4 years and 12.5 percent.

The cost of utilityoperations will' be reduced by the implementation of
an IUS at Central Michigan University. The existing system baseline
`operating costs are $2,354,000 (1981 dollars). The proposecrIUS' design
9perating costs are estimated at $1,133,000, representing a net annual
savings over the bcfseline case of 51 percent.

o Incineration of municipal solid waste, from Central Michigan University
and the City of Mount Pleasant was found to be economically viable ,

and will result in the displacement, of 13 percent of the annual high
grade fuel requirements.

The existing utility system and recommended IUS facilities are shown in Figure IV-2.
The !US facility will initial provide power generation, heating and cooling and
solid ware-incineration with heat recovery. 'A subsystem for future integration iL
selective sewage plant sized to prodkce enough treated effluent to meet the makeup

rand irrigation water require4ients of the boiler plant and campus, respectively.'
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CONCLUSION.

The increasing cost, and impoka pea providing reliable uti-lity services to educa-
tional,, medical and municipal communities undoubtedly requires the enlightened
attention of planners, administrators, builders, and operators of utility systems serving

- these facilities. The imiblementation of the Integrated' Utility S-ystem concept can
substantially reduce the costs of providing thesd services white conserving energy and
yet meet the various imposed environmental and institutional constraints.

The potential for a successful IUS installatidn exists thkoughout the country. Every .

utility system in the United Statei has, in.varying degr4s, been adversely,_ affected
by the rapid increase in costs and decgtasing availability of one time plentiful fuel
sources. Faced with the spectre of 'outright curtailment of some typei"of fuel, the
Capability of being'able to fire a number of various types of fuel becomes increasingly
More-attractive. In addition to fuel availability; the traditional method of solid waste,
management, namely, the landfill concept, es.also under fire as the availability of ,

- usable land decreases-and costs increase. Also, the awareness of .the energy-poteritial
contained within the wastes has shown that simply disposing of the residue is. f(anfarnount
to.burying substantial amounts of money That could be recouped by incineraton with,
heat recovery or a materials-recovery oPeration. The heat recovery or resource recovery
operation would reduce the amount of waste that would ultimately have to be disposed
of, thus saving the land.

IUS, by its generic nature, does not connote any one set of hardware, but rather it is .

a concept which provides the fundamental _basis for selecting and integrating utility
subsystems with a view to providing a better overall system performance. Hence, the

1 fundamerital concept ,of an IUS can optimally serve as a basis for the long range plan-t
nu-1g and upgrading of existing facilities. Furthei-more, as was mentioned earlier, it
is not necessary to implement a completely amalgamated utility systir(i7)benefit from
the concepts of,an !US. Substantial benefits-cati be accrued by partial integration,
the implementation-of which can often be "made as part 'of the on-going utility system

c_j06gram at\ given institution.

T_attempt throxabout this Guide has.been to realistically identify lhe.potential
enefiti to be gained from implementing an IUS. It is apparent that the incentive's

are there.
r

In the event that the reader }las defined that an area of mutual interest exists, Ike
source point of further information on the generic IUS concept would be:

Director of PlUnning and Developmeht
Office of Facilities Engineering and Property Management
Department of Health, Education and Welfare
330 Independence Avenue, S. W.
Washington, D. C. -'20201 -
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